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THE LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF FACETS
OF A K-NEIGHBORLY D-POLYTOPE WITH D+3 VERTICES
ALEKSANDR MAKSIMENKO
Abstract. We have found the minimal difference ∆(k) = min
P
(fd−1(P ) − f0(P )) between the
number of facets and the number of vertices of a k-neighborly d-polytope P for the case f0(P ) =
d+ 3: ∆(2) = 4, ∆(3) = 15, and ∆(k) = 2(k2 − 1) for k ≥ 4.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider only convex d-dimensional polytopes, i.e. d-polytopes. A d-polytope
P is called k-neighborly if every set of k vertices forms the vertex set of a face of P . Since
every d-polytope is 1-neighborly, we assume k ≥ 2 when we use the word “k-neighborly”. For
k > ⌊d/2⌋, there is only one combinatorial type of a k-neighborly d-polytope — a d-simplex [5,
p. 123]. Therefore, we suppose d ≥ 2k. A ⌊d/2⌋-neighborly polytope is called neighborly.
There exists a widespread feeling that neighborly polytopes are very common among convex
polytopes [3, 4, 5]. The current estimates for the number of combinatorial types of neighbborly
d-polytopes are very close asymptotically to the ones of (all) d-polytopes [11]. (In [1], there
are presented modern achievements in classification of neighborly polytopes with small dimen-
sion (≤ 10) and number of vertices (≤ 12).) Moreover, k-neighborly polytopes appear as faces
(with superpolynomial number of vertices) of polytopes associated with NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problems [7, 8].
The problem of estimating the number of facets fd−1(P ) (where P belongs to some class of d-
polytopes) with respect to the number of vertices f0(P ) is well known. For the class of simplicial
polytopes, the problem is known as the upper bound and the lower bound theorems [5, Chap. 10].
In 1970, P. McMullen [10] stated that neighborly d-polytopes have the maximum number of facets
over all d-polytopes with the same number of vertices. In [6], there was posed the conjecture that
fd−1(P ) ≥ f0(P ) for a 2-neighborly d-polytope P . The validity of the conjecture was proved for
two cases: 1) d ≤ 6 and 2) f0(P ) ≤ d+ 5.
Let ∆m(k) = min
P
(fd−1(P )−f0(P )), where f0(P ) = d+m and P is a k-neighborly d-polytope.
Obviously, ∆m(1) = 2−m and it is attained on a prism over a (m− 1)-simplex. Using the Gale
diagrams [5, Sec. 6.3], it is easy to show that ∆2(k) = (k + 1)
2 − 2(k + 1) = k2 − 1. Below we
prove the following
Theorem 1. ∆3(2) = 4, ∆3(3) = 15, and ∆3(k) = 2(k
2 − 1) for k ≥ 4.
The proof of the theorem is based on the fact, that each d-polytope with d + 3 vertices can
be represented by a reduced Gale diagram — a set of d + 3 points, placed at the center and at
vertices of a regular 2n-gon (see [5, Sec. 6.3] and [2]).
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2. Reduced Gale diagrams
A reduced Gale diagram of a polytope P consists of points in R2, placed at the center O and
the vertices of a regular 2n-gon, n ≥ 2. For the sake of convinience, we enumerate the vertices
of the 2n-gon by numbers from 0 to 2n− 1 going clockwise. (It does not matter what point will
be the first.) The 2n points have nonnegative integer labels (multiplicities) m0, m1, . . . , m2n−1.
The center O has label m(O). In the following we assume
mi
def
= mi mod 2n.
In particular, mi+2n
def
= mi−2n
def
= mi. A pair of opposite labels mi and mi+n, i ∈ [n], is called
a diameter. Hereinafter, n is always the number of diameters of a reduced Gale diagram. These
labels have the following properties (see [5, Sec. 6.3] and [2]):
P1: m(O)+m1 + . . .+m2n−1 = d+3. (The sum of all labels equals the number of vertices
of P .)
P2: mi +mi+n > 0 for every i ∈ [n]. (The sum of the labels of a diameter is not equal to
0. Otherwise, we can construct this diagram on a (2n − 2)-gon.)
P3: mi−1 + mi > 0 for every i ∈ [2n]. (Two neighbour vertices of the 2n-gon cannot
both have label 0. Otherwise the appropriate two diameters can be glued and we get a
(2n − 2)-gon.)
P4:
i+n−1∑
j=i+1
mi ≥ 2 for every i ∈ [2n]. (The sum of the labels in any open half-plane is at
least 2.)
A subset S of these d+3 points1 called a cofacet if the convex hull of S is a simplex with O in
its relative interior and ext(S) = ext(conv(S)) (the set of vertices of conv(S) coincides with S).
Therefore, there are only three types of cofacets: the center O itself, two opposite vertices of the
2n-gon, three vertices of the 2n-gon that form a triangle with O in its interior.
Theorem 2. [5, Sec. 6.3] There are one-to-one correspondence between combinatorial types of
d-polytopes with d+ 3 vertices and reduced Gale diagrams with the properties P1–P4. Moreover,
F: The number of facets of a polytope is equal to the number of cofacets of the appropriate
reduced Gale diagram.
S: An appropriate polytope is simplicial iff m(O) = 0 and mimn+i = 0 for every i ∈ [n].
N: An appropriate polytope is k-neighborly iff
i+n−1∑
j=i+1
mi ≥ k+1 for every i ∈ [2n]. (The sum
of the labels in any open half-plane is at least k+1.) Such a diagram is called k-neighborly.
Note that the properties P2 and P3 always may be obtained by making standard operations:
D: Delete the labels with mi = mn+i = 0 and reduce the number of diameters.
G: If mi = mi+1 = 0, then glue mi and mi+1, mi+n and mi+1+n, and reduce the number of
diameters.
The standard operations do not affect the k-neighborliness and the number of cofacets. Thus, in
the following we do not always care about checking the properties P2 and P3.
Note also that changing of the value of the label m(O) does not affect the properties P2, P3,
P4, and N, and does not change the difference fd−1(P )− f0(P ) for the appropriate polytope P .
Thus, without loss of generality, we assume m(O) = 0.
We will say that a k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram is extremal if the difference between
the number of cofacets and the sum of labels is minimal among all k-neighborly reduced Gale
diagrams (in other words, the difference is equal to ∆3(k)).
1Take into account the multiplicities.
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(a) 12 vertices, 18 facets
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
(b) 8 vertices, 12 facets
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
(c) 7 vertices, 14 facets
Figure 1. Reduced Gale diagrams for some 2-neighborly polytopes
Turn here to examples.
Example 1. Let n = 2 and mi = k + 1, i ∈ [4]. Fig. 1a shows such a diagram for k = 2. The
number of vertices of an appropriate k-neighborly polytope is equal to 4(k + 1), the number of
facets equals 2(k + 1)2, and the difference is 2(k2 − 1).
Example 2. Let n = k + 2 and all the labels are equal to 1 (see fig. 1b). Hence, the number
of vertices equals 2k + 4, the number of facets equals 2
(
k+2
3
)
+ k + 2, and the difference is
(k + 2)(k2 + k − 3)/3. Note that the difference is less than in the example 1 for k ≤ 3.
Example 3. Let n = 2k + 3, m2i = 0, and m2i−1 = 1 for i ∈ [n]. Fig. 1c shows the case k = 2.
An appropriate k-neighborly polytope is a simplicial one. It has dimension 2k, 2k+3 vertices and
(2k+3)(k+2)(k+1)/6 facets. The difference between facets and vertices is (2k+3)(k+4)(k−1)/6
and it is greater than in the previous examples for every k ≥ 2. Hence, this diagram is not
extremal.
3. Minimal Gale diagrams
A k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram is called minimal if reducing any of the labels mi violates
the condition N. It is easy to prove that an extremal diagram is a minimal one (since reducing
of a label implies reducing of the number of cofacets). Thus, below we consider only minimal
diagrams.
Let us list two obvious properties of a minimal k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram:
mi ≤ k + 1, i ∈ [2n],
n ≤ 2k + 3.
In the case n = 2k+3, there is only one minimal k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram (see example
3). However, the diagram is not extremal. Thus, we are only interested in the cases
n ≤ 2k + 2. (1)
On the other hand, n ≥ 2. In the case n = 2, the only minimal k-neighborly reduced Gale
diagram has labels mi = k + 1, i ∈ [4] (see example 1).
Theorem 3 ([9]). The sum of labels of any minimal k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram is not
greater than 4(k + 1). If the sum equals 4(k + 1), then such Gale diagram is a 4-gon with labels
m1 = m2 = m3 = m4 = k + 1.
Now we are ready to start the proof of Theorem 1. It consists of the following steps. First
of all, we show that mi + mi−1 ≥ 2, i ∈ [2n], for an extremal Gale diagram (Lemmas 4–7). It
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mi
0
mi−2
mi+n−2
mi+1
mi+n+1
mi−1
mi+n−1
Figure 2. The displacement operation. The sum of lables in the gray semicircle
must be greater than k + 2 for preserving k-neighborliness.
gives us the possibility for enumerating all extremal Gale diagrams for k ≤ 6 with the help of a
computer (Proposition 10). The case k ≥ 6 is analyzed in the section 5.
4. Local properties of extremal Gale diagrams
Lemma 4. Let mi be a positive label in a k-neighborly reduced Gale diagram with n diameters.
In addition, let mi+n = 0 and mi+n−1 > 0 (see fig. 2). Then the displacement operation
mi := mi − 1 and mi−1 := mi−1 + 1
reduces the total number of facets by at least k. Moreover, the new Gale diagram will be k-neigh-
borly whenever
∑i+n−2
j=i mj ≥ k + 2.
Proof. After such displacing, there will be lost
mi+n−1
i−2∑
j=i+n+1
mj
cofacets of the form {i, i + n − 1, j}, where j ∈ [i + n + 1, i − 2]. At the same time, there will
appear mi+n−1 new cofacets of the form {i− 1, i+ n− 1}. Note that
mi+n−1 > 0 and
i−2∑
j=i+n+1
mj =
i−2∑
j=i+n
mj ≥ k + 1.
Therefore, after this operation, the total number of cofacets will be reduced at least by
mi+n−1(k + 1− 1) ≥ k.
The displacement operation reduces the sum
∑i+n−2
j=i mj (the gray semicircle in the fig. 2) by
1. The sums in other half-planes are not reduced. If the inequality
∑i+n−2
j=i mj ≥ k+2 is fulfilled
for the source diagram, then the displaced diagram is k-neighborly. 
A reduced Gale diagram is called simplicial if the appropriate polytope is a simplicial one.
Lemma 5. Simplicial Gale diagram is not extremal.
Proof. As it was remarked in (1), an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram has no more than 2k+2
diameters. By property S from Theorem 2, each diameter of a simplicial reduced Gale diagram
has exactly one positive label. Without loss of generality, we suppose that m2i = 0 and m2i−1 > 0
for every i ∈ [n] (remember the property P3). Hence, n is odd. That is
n ∈ [3, 2k + 1].
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1
2
1
2
1 2
1
(a) Source simplicial diagram with
40 cofacets
desimplification
−−−−−−−−−−−→
1
111
1
1
1
1 1
1
(b) After desimplification the dia-
gram has 31 cofacets
Figure 3. Desimplification
j + n
s
i+ n
jj + 1
i+ 1
i
Figure 4. A cofacet {i, j, s}.
Thus, at least one label of this diagram is greater than 1. Let us suppose, that mt > 1 for some
odd t ∈ [2n]. More precisely, there are at least three such labels, since
∑t+n−1
i=t+1 mi ≥ k + 1 and∑t−1
i=t−n+1mi ≥ k + 1.
Let us consider the following procedure. We call it desimplification (see fig. 3). All positive
labels are reduced by 1, zero labels (except m(O)) are incremented by 1. It is clear, that the new
diagram will keep k-neighborliness and will become nonsimplicial (since at least one label was
greater than 1).
It remains to show that the number of cofacets is reduced after desimplification. To do this
we divide all v points on movable and static, where v = d+ 3. There are exactly n movable and
v − n static points. For the sake of convenience, we suppose that every movable point is moved
from its position 2i − 1 to the position 2i. All static points remain in their positions with odd
indices.
By property S, every cofacet of the source diagram consists of 3 points (see fig. 4). The number
of cofacets consisted only of static points is not changed after desimplification. The same is true
for the cofacets consisted of movable points. It remains to estimate the change of the number of
cofacets of types {m,m, s}, {m, s, s}, and {m, s}, where m is a movable and s is a static point.
Let us consider a cofacet of the type {m,m, s}. More precisely, we consider cofacets {i, j, s},
where i, j, s are odd (see fig. 4). Without loss of generality, we suppose that
i < j < i+ n and i+ n < s < j + n.
After desimplification, i and j are moved to i+1 and j +1. They may form cofacets of the type
{m,m, s} with static points s′ ∈ [i + n + 2, j + n]. But i + n + 2 and j + n are even and have
no static points. Thus s′ ∈ [i + n + 3, j + n − 1] and we lose cofacet(s) {i, j, i + n+ 1} (if there
are static points in the position i + n + 1). Therefore, for every static point s, there are lost
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mi 0 mi+2
0 mi+1+n
mi+n
(a) The first case
mi 0 mi+2
mi+2+n mi+1+n 0
(b) The second case
Figure 5. Two consecutive incomplete diameters
(n− 1)/2 cofacets with i = s − n − 1 and j ∈ [i+ 2, i + n− 1]. Consequently, the total number
of {m,m, s}-type is reduced by (v − n)(n− 1)/2.
Continuing in the same way, it is easy to see that the number of {m, s, s}-type cofacets is
reduced by 1 for every pair of distinguished static points. Recall that we have at least 3 such
points.
The number of {m, s}-type cofasets is equal to 0 for the source diagram and it is equal to the
number v − n of static points after desimplification.
Therefore, the total number of cofacets is reduced by at least 3 + (v − n)(n − 3)/2 after
desimplification. 
A diameter {mi,mi+n} is called complete if mi > 0 and mi+n > 0. Otherwise, {mi,mi+n}
is called incomplete. From the just proved Lemma 5, it follows that an extremal reduced Gale
diagram has at least one complete diameter.
Two diameters {mi,mi+n} and {mi+1,mi+1+n} are called consecutive.
Lemma 6. An extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram has no consecutive incomplete diameters.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that some extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram D has consecutive
incomplete diameters. From Lemma 5, we know that D has at least one complete diameter.
Hence, there are three diameters {mi,mi+n}, {mi+1,mi+1+n}, {mi+2,mi+2+n} such that one of
the two conditions is satisfied (see fig. 5):
(a) The first diameter is complete and the last two are incomplete.
(b) The last diameter is complete and the first two are incomplete.
We examine only the first case. The second case is examined by analogy.
By the condition N from Theorem 2,
i+n−1∑
j=i+1
mj ≥ k + 1.
Since mi+1 = 0 and mi+n > 0, we get
i+n∑
j=i+2
mj ≥ k + 2.
From Lemma 4 (see also fig. 2), it follows that the displacement operation
mi+2 := mi+2 − 1 and mi+1 := mi+1 + 1
reduces the total number of facets by at least k. Moreover, the new Gale diagram will be k-neigh-
borly. Therefore, the source diagram D is not extremal. 
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mn+i−1 mn+i
mn+i+1
10
mi+1
(a) The first case
mn+i−2 mn+i−1
mn+i
mi−20
1
(b) The second case
Figure 6. The sum of two consecutive labels cannt be less than 2.
Lemma 7. For an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram, mi +mi−1 ≥ 2, i ∈ [2n].
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is i ∈ [2n] such that mi +mi−1 = 1. (By the property
P3, mi +mi−1 > 0.) Hence one of two diameters {mi,mn+i} and {mi−1,mn+i−1} is incomplete.
By Lemma 6, there are two symmetrical cases (see fig. 6):
(a) mi−1 = 1, mi = 0, mi+1 > 0, mn+i−1 > 0, mn+i > 0, mn+i+1 > 0.
(b) mi−1 = 0, mi = 1, mi−2 > 0, mn+i−2 > 0, mn+i−1 > 0, mn+i > 0.
We examine only the first case.
By the condition N,
2n+i∑
j=n+i+2
mj ≥ k + 1.
Since mn+i +mn+i+1 > m2n+i−1 +m2n+i, we get
2n+i−2∑
j=n+i
mj ≥ k + 2.
From Lemma 4, it follows that the displacement operation
mn+i := mn+i − 1 and mn+i−1 := mn+i−1 + 1
reduces the total number of facets by at least k. Moreover, the new Gale diagram will be k-neigh-
borly. Therefore, the source diagram D is not extremal. 
Lemma 8. Consider an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram. Let i ∈ [2n] and q ≥ 0. If
i+n−1−t∑
j=i+1−t
mj ≥ mi + q for every t ∈ [n− 1] (2)
(in other words, in any open half-plane containing mi, the sum of labels is not less than mi + q),
then mi ≤ k + 1− q.
Proof. If mi > k + 1− q, then in any open half-plane containing mi the sum of labels is greater
than k+1. Thus, the reducing mi := mi − 1 does not violate the property N and the diagram is
not minimal. 
Lemma 9. For an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram with n ≥ 3 diameters,
mi ≤
{
k + 5− n if n is even,
k + 4− n if n is odd,
and n ≤
{
k + 2 if k is even,
k + 3 if k is odd.
(3)
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m3
m2
m1
0
m7
0
m5
m4
(a) One label in a halfplane
m3
m2
m1
0
m7
1
m5
m4
(b) Two labels in a halfplane
Figure 7. Two simple cases
Proof. From Lemma 7, it follows that the inequality (2) holds for every i ∈ [2n] and
q =
{
n− 4 if n is even,
n− 3 if n is odd.
By Lemma 8, we get mi ≤ k + 5− n for even n and mi ≤ k + 4− n for odd n.
This implies that n ≤ k + 3 for odd k.
Now suppose that k is even. Hence n ≤ k + 4. Note also that mi ≤ 1 for every i ∈ [2n] and
n ∈ {k+3, k+4}. By Lemma 7, we get mi = 1 in this case. Thus, by removing 1 or 2 diameters,
we can transform such a diagram to one in the example 2. Therefore, n ≤ k + 2 for an extremal
Gale diagram if k is even. 
Proposition 10. ∆3(2) = 4, ∆3(3) = 15, and the equalities are attained in the example 2. For
k ∈ {4, 5, 6}, ∆3(k) = 2(k
2 − 1) and the best difference is attained in the example 1.
Proof. The property N, Theorem 3, Lemmas 7 and 9 impose strong restrictions. For small values
of k, this allows us to look over all such diagrams and find ∆3(k) by using a computer (see the
CPP-code in Appendix A). For k ≤ 6 it takes less than 1 minute. 
5. The case k ≥ 6
The goal of this section is to prove ∆3(k) = 2(k
2 − 1) for k ≥ 6. From Theorem 3, we know
that the sum of labels of an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram D is not greater than 4(k + 1).
Thus, it is sufficient to show that the number of cofacets f = f(D) cannot be less than
2(k2 − 1) + 4(k + 1) = 2(k + 1)2 for k ≥ 6.
(On the other hand, this value is attained in the example 1.)
We partition the task into three cases:
Lemma 11: There is an open half-plane with only one positive label in the Gale diagram.
See fig. 7a.
Lemma 12: There is an open half-plane with exactly two positive labels and one of them
has value 1. See fig. 7b.
Lemma 13: In every open half-plane of the considered Gale diagram, there are at least two
positive labels and if there are exactly two positive labels, then their values are not less
than 2. This condition allows us to use Lemma 8 with q = 2.
Lemma 11. Let D be an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram. If there is an open half-plane with
only one positive label, then f = f(D) ≥ 2(k + 1)2 for k ≥ 2.
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Proof. The general case is shown in the fig. 7a. By assumption, m6 = m8 = 0. For convenience,
we use the notation
p = k + 1.
First note that m7 = p, since the diagram is extremal and k-neighborly. Some of the other labels
may equal zero and the number of diameters may be less than 4 (and cann’t be greater than 4,
due to the property P3). By the property N,
m1 +m2 ≥ p, m4 +m5 ≥ p, m2 +m3 +m4 ≥ p. (4)
Let us count the number of cofacets:
f = m1m5 +m3m7 +m1m4m7 +m2m4m7 +m2m5m7.
Note that
f ≥ m1m4m7 +m2m4m7 ≥ m4p
2 and f ≥ m2m4m7 +m2m5m7 ≥ m2p
2.
Consequently, if m2 ≥ 2 or m4 ≥ 2, then f ≥ 2p
2 = 2(k + 1)2. It remains to analyze four cases:
(a) If m2 = m4 = 0, then, according to (4), we have m1 ≥ p, m5 ≥ p, m3 ≥ p. Hence
f = m1m5 +m3m7 ≥ 2p
2.
(b) If m2 = 0 and m4 = 1, then m1 ≥ p, m5 ≥ p− 1, m3 ≥ p− 1. Hence f ≥ p(p− 1) + (p−
1)p + p2 = 3p2 − 2p ≥ 2p2 for p ≥ 2.
(c) The case m2 = 1 and m4 = 0 is analysed by analogy with the previous one.
(d) If m2 = m4 = 1, then m1 ≥ p− 1, m5 ≥ p− 1, m3 ≥ p− 2. Therefore f ≥ (p− 1)
2 + (p−
2)p + (p− 1)p + p+ (p− 1)p = 4p2 − 5p + 1 > 2p2 for p ≥ 3. 
Lemma 12. Let D be an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram. If there is an open half-plane with
exactly two positive labels and the value of one of them is equal to 1, then f = f(D) ≥ 2(k + 1)2
for k ≥ 4.
Proof. By Lemma 7, the sum of two consecutive labels cannot be less than 2. Consequently, the
neighbors of the label with value 1 must have positive values. Therefore, the number of diameters
of the diagram cann’t be greater than 4. The general case is shown in the fig. 7b. By assumption,
m8 = 0.
Here, we do not need to consider the cases analyzed in Lemma 11. Hence
m1 > 0, m2 > 0 (5)
(the corresponding points are painted in fig. 7b). By Lemma 7,
m5 > 0. (6)
Let p = k + 1. By the property N,
m7 + 1 ≥ p, (7)
m1 +m2 ≥ p, (8)
m2 +m3 +m4 ≥ p, (9)
m3 +m4 +m5 ≥ p, (10)
m4 +m5 + 1 ≥ p. (11)
Let us count the number of cofacets:
f = m2 +m3m7 +m2m5m7 +m4m7(m1 +m2) +m1(m3 +m4 +m5).
In particular, by using (7) and (11) we obtain
f ≥ m3m7 +m2m7(m4 +m5) +m1(m3 +m4 +m5)
≥ m3(p− 1) +m2(p− 1)
2 +m1(m3 +m4 +m5).
(12)
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x1 x2
x3
xn−1
xny1
y2
y3
yn−1
yn
Figure 8. The induction step
Further proof is reduced to an analysis of all possible cases regarding the values of labels m4
and m2. In all cases, we get f ≥ 2p
2 for p ≥ 5.
m4 ≥ 2. By the inequalities (5), (6), (7), (10), we have
f ≥ m2(1 +m5m7) +m4m7(m1 +m2) +m1(m3 +m4 +m5)
≥ m2p+ 2(p− 1)p +m1p ≥ 2p
2.
m2 ≥ 3. By using (12), (5), (10), we obtain
f ≥ 3(p− 1)(p − 1) + p ≥ 2p2.
m2 = 2 and m4 ≤ 1. Hence m1 ≥ p− 2, m3 ≥ p− 3, m5 ≥ p− 2, and
f ≥ (p− 3)(p − 1) + 2(p− 1)2 + (p− 2)(p − 3 + p− 1) ≥ 2p2.
m2 = 1 and m4 ≤ 1. This implies that m1 ≥ p− 1, m3 ≥ p− 2, m5 ≥ p− 2,
f ≥ (p− 2)(p − 1) + (p− 1)2 + (p − 1)(p − 2 + p− 1) ≥ 2p2. 
Lemma 13. Let D be an extremal k-neighborly Gale diagram. Suppose that in every open half-
plane, there is at least two positive labels, and if there are exactly two positive labels, then their
values are not less than 2. Then f(D) ≥ 2(k + 1)2 for k ≥ 5.
Proof. The proof is by induction over k. The case k = 5 is covered by Proposition 10.
Suppose that the statement of lemma is true for k = t, t ≥ 5.
Let us consider an extremal (t + 1)-neighborly Gale diagram D with labels {m0, . . . ,m2n−1}.
By Lemma 5, the diagram has at least one complete diameter {mj∗ ,mn+j∗}. Reduce mj∗ and
mn+j∗ by 1. Obviously, the new diagram D
′ is at least t-neighborly. For the labels of D′ we will
use the following notations (see fig. 8):
x1 = mj∗ − 1, y1 = mn+j∗ − 1,
xi = mj∗+i−1, yi = mn+j∗+i−1, i ∈ [2, n].
Observe that
n∑
i=2
xi ≥ t+ 2 and
n∑
i=2
yi ≥ t+ 2. (13)
By the induction hypothesis, f(D′) ≥ 2(t+ 1)2. Hence it is sufficient to prove that
f(D)− f(D′) ≥ 4(t+ 1) + 2.
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By assumption, the source diagram D satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8 with q = 2. Thus
mi ≤ t+ 2− 2, ∀i ∈ [2n],
and
xj ≤ t, yj ≤ t, ∀j ∈ [n]. (14)
Let us count the difference between f(D) and f(D′). We start from the cofacets with exactly
two points. The diagram D has exactly x1+y1+1 such cofacets that do not present in D
′. When
reducing mj∗ and mn+j∗, there are also lost triangular cofacets of the following types:
(a) {j∗, r, s}, where r ∈ [j∗ + 2, j∗ + n− 1] and s ∈ [j∗ + n+ 1, r + n− 1].
(b) {j∗ + n, r, s}, where r ∈ [j∗ + 1, j∗ + n− 2] and s ∈ [r + n+ 1, j∗ + 2n − 1].
In total, we get
f(D)− f(D′) =
(
n∑
i=2
xi
)(
n∑
i=2
yi
)
−
n∑
i=2
xiyi + x1 + y1 + 1. (15)
Let us suppose that min{xi, yi} ≤ 2 for every i ∈ [2, n]. Hence
n∑
i=2
xiyi ≤ 2
(
n∑
i=2
yi
)
+ 2
(
n∑
i=2
xi
)
− 4.
Combining this with (13), we obtain
f(D)− f(D′) ≥
(
n∑
i=2
xi − 2
)(
n∑
i=2
yi − 2
)
+ x1 + y1 + 1
≥ t2 + 1 ≥ 4(t+ 1) + 2 for t ≥ 5.
Now we suppose that
max
i∈[2,n]
(min{xi, yi}) ≥ 3.
Hence xi′ ≥ 3 and yi′ ≥ 3 for some i
′ ∈ [2, n]. In addition, xi′ ≤ t and yi′ ≤ t by (14). Let
I = [n] \ {1, i′} and
G(xi′ , yi′) =
(∑
i∈I
xi
)(∑
i∈I
yi
)
−
∑
i∈I
xiyi.
It is clear that G(xi′ , yi′) ≥ 0. Combining this with (15), we get
f(D)− f(D′) = G(xi′ , yi′) + yi′
∑
i∈I
xi + xi′
∑
i∈I
yi + x1 + y1 + 1
≥ yi′
∑
i∈I
xi + xi′
∑
i∈I
yi + x1 + y1 + 1.
Since the diagram D′ is t-neighborly, we have
n∑
i=1
(xi + yi)− xi′ − yi′ ≥ 2(t+ 1).
Thus
x1 + y1 ≥ 2t+ 2−
∑
i∈I
(xi + yi)
and
f(D)− f(D′) ≥ (yi′ − 1)
∑
i∈I
xi + (xi′ − 1)
∑
i∈I
yi + 2t+ 3.
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From (13), we have ∑
i∈I
xi ≥ t+ 2− xi′ and
∑
i∈I
yi ≥ t+ 2− yi′ .
Hence
f(D)− f(D′) ≥ (yi′ − 1)(t+ 2− xi′) + (xi′ − 1)(t+ 2− yi′) + 2t+ 3.
For the sake of convenience, we use the notations:
p = t+ 1, x = xi′ − 1, y = yi′ − 1.
Hence p ≥ 6 (by assumption), x ∈ [2, p − 2], y ∈ [2, p − 2], and
f(D)− f(D′) ≥ y(p− x) + x(p− y) + 2p+ 1.
But
y(p− x) + x(p− y) ≥ 4(p − 2) for x ∈ [2, p − 2], y ∈ [2, p − 2].
Therefore,
f(D)− f(D′) ≥ 6p− 7 ≥ 4p+ 2 = 4(t+ 1) + 2 if t ≥ 5. 
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Appendix A. The source code for the enumerating
extremal k-neighborly Gale diagrams
1 // This program f i n d s a k−n e i g h b o r l y Gale diagram
2 // wi th t h e minimal d i f f e r e n c e between c o f a c e t s and v e r t i c e s ( sum
o f l a b e l s )
3 // For k <= 6 i t t a k e s l e s s than 1 minute
4
5 #include <stdlib.h>
6 #include <stdio.h>
7 #include <limits.h>
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8 #include <time.h>
9
10 #define MAX_N 10 // The maximal number o f d i ame t e r s ( cann ’ t be
l e s s than k+3)
11
12 // G lo ba l a r ray o f s t a t i s t i c s
13 int statistics[4* MAX_N][2*MAX_N +2];
14 // s t a t i s t i c s [ v ] [ . . . ] i s t h e Gale diagram D wi th v p o i n t s ( v i s t h e
sum o f l a b e l s )
15 // The diagram D has t h e minimal number o f f a c e t s f o r t h e g i v en v
16 // s t a t i s t i c s [ v ] [ 0 ] i s t h e number o f f a c e t s
17 // s t a t i s t i c s [ v ] [ 1 ] i s t h e number o f d i ame t e r s
18 // s t a t i s t i c s [ v ] [ 2 . . . 2∗ndiam+1] are t h e v a l u e s o f l a b e l s
19
20 // The number o f c o f a c e t s f o r t h e whee l
21 int cofacets (int *wheel , int ndiam){
22 int nf = 0; // The number o f c o f a c e t s
23 for (int i = 0; i < ndiam -1; i++){
24 // Count c o f a c e t s w i t h two p o i n t s
25 nf += wheel[i] * wheel[ndiam + i];
26 // Count c o f a c e t s w i t h t h r e e p o i n t s
27 for (int j = i + 2; j < ndiam + i; j++)
28 for (int k = ndiam + i + 1; k < ndiam + j && k < 2*
ndiam; k++)
29 nf += wheel[i] * wheel[j] * wheel[k];
30 }
31 return nf + wheel[ndiam -1] * wheel[ndiam+ndiam -1];
32 }
33
34 // Tes t o f k−n e i g h b o r l y n e s s and c o l l e c t s t a t i s t i c s
35 // I f t h e whee l i s k−n e i g h b o r l y , then r e t u rn 1
36 bool test_wheel(int *wheel , int k, int ndiam , int vertices ){
37 // Tes t i n g o f k−n e i g h b o r l y n e s s
38 int half = 0;
39 for (int j = 0; j <= ndiam -2; j++)
40 half += wheel[j];
41 int min_half = k+1;
42 for (int j = 0; j < 2*ndiam; j++){
43 if (half < min_half )
44 return false;
45 half -= wheel[j];
46 half += wheel[(j + ndiam - 1)%(2*ndiam)];
47 }
48 // C o l l e c t s t a t i s t i c s
49 int f = cofacets (wheel , ndiam);
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50 if (statistics[vertices ][0] > f){
51 // Memorize t h e diagram wi th t h e minimum number o f c o f a c e t s
52 statistics[vertices ][0] = f;
53 statistics[vertices ][1] = ndiam;
54 for (int j = 0; j < 2* ndiam; j++)
55 statistics[vertices ][j+2] = wheel[j];
56 }
57 return true;
58 }
59
60 // Recur s i ve procedure f o r enumerat ing weeh l s
61 // ’ i ’ i s t h e index o f t h e cu r r en t l a b e l
62 void step(int k, int ndiam , int *wheel , int min_label_value , int
max_label_value , int i, int sum_of_labels){
63 int label = min_label_value; // The v a l u e o f t h e cu r r en t l a b e l
whee l [ i ]
64 // Sum o f two con s e q u t i v e l a b e l s must be >= 2
65 if (label < 2 - wheel[i-1])
66 label = 2 - wheel[i-1];
67 sum_of_labels += label;
68 // Look over a l l p o s s i b l e v a l u e s
69 for ( ; label <= max_label_value && sum_of_labels <= 4*(k+1);
label++, sum_of_labels++){
70 wheel[i] = label;
71 if (i == 2*ndiam -1){
72 if (test_wheel(wheel , k, ndiam , sum_of_labels))
73 break; // Stop f o r t h e minimum p o s s i b l e v a l u e o f
whee l [ 2∗ ndiam−1]
74 }
75 else
76 step(k, ndiam , wheel , min_label_value , max_label_value ,
i+1, sum_of_labels);
77 }
78 }
79
80 // Pr in t s t a t i s t i c s i n t o t h e f i l e k−n e i g h b o r l y . t x t
81 void print_statistics(int k){
82 // Open f i l e
83 char filename [32]; // f i l e name
84 sprintf (filename , "%d-neighborly.txt", k);
85 FILE *out = fopen(filename , "w");
86 fprintf (out , "Look␣for␣extremal ␣%d-neighborly␣reduced␣Gale␣
diagrams ␣(without␣O-label)\n\n", k);
87 fprintf(out , "Minimal␣number␣of␣facets␣(f)␣for␣a␣fixed␣number␣
of␣vertices ␣(v):\n");
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88 fprintf(out , "␣␣v,␣␣␣f,␣␣f-v,␣diam|␣␣␣labels\n");
89 int min_dif = INT_MAX; // The minimum d i f f e r e n c e : f a c e t s −
v e r t i c e s
90 int v_min; // The number o f v e r t i c e s f o r t h e diagram wi th
minimum d i f f e r e n c e
91 int min_half = k+1; // Minimal sum o f an open h a l f o f a k−
n e i g h b o r l y whee l
92 // Cyc le t h rough a l l p o s s i b l e numbers o f v e r t i c e s
93 for(int vertices = 2* min_half ; vertices <= 4* min_half ; vertices
++){
94 int facets = statistics[vertices ][0];
95 if (facets < INT_MAX){
96 int ndiam = statistics[vertices ][1];
97 int dif = facets - vertices ;
98 if (dif < min_dif){
99 min_dif = dif;
100 v_min = vertices ;
101 }
102 fprintf (out , "␣%2d,␣%3d,␣␣%3d,␣␣␣%2d|␣␣",
103 vertices , facets , dif , ndiam);
104 for (int j = 0; j < 2*ndiam; j++)
105 fprintf (out , "␣%d", statistics[vertices ][j+2]);
106 fprintf (out , "\n");
107 }
108 }
109
110 fprintf(out , "\nMin(facets␣-␣vertices )␣=␣%d\n", min_dif);
111 fprintf(out , "The␣extremal ␣diagram␣has␣%d␣diameters ,␣%d␣
vertices ␣and␣%d␣facets\n",
112 statistics[v_min][1], v_min , statistics[v_min ][0])
;
113 fclose (out);
114 }
115
116 int main (int argc , char *argv[]){
117 clock_t start = clock();
118 int k; // The deg r e e o f n e i g h b o r l i n e s s
119 int wheel[2* MAX_N]; // Current Gale diagram wi th l a b e l s ’ whee l [
i ] ’
120 for (k = 2; k <= 6; k++){
121 printf ("Enumerate ␣%d-neighborly␣diagrams :", k);
122 int min_half = k+1; // The minimal sum o f l a b e l s in an open
h a l f o f a k−n e i g h b o r l y whee l
123 // Clear s t a t i s t i c s
124 for(int v = 2* min_half ; v <= 4*min_half ; v++)
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125 statistics[v][0] = INT_MAX;
126 // Enumerate a l l c a s e s
127 // Cyc le t h rough t h e number o f d i ame t e r s
128 for (int ndiam = 2; ndiam <= k + 3; ndiam++){ //ndiam <= k
+ 2 + k%2
129 printf ("␣%d", k + 3 - ndiam);
130 int max_label_value = min_half ; // The maximum va l u e o f
a l a b e l
131 if (ndiam > 4)
132 max_label_value = k + 5 - ndiam - ndiam%2;
133 for (int min_label_value = 0; min_label_value <=
min_half /(ndiam -1); min_label_value++){
134 if (min_label_value > 0) // Correc t t h e maximum
va l u e o f a l a b e l
135 max_label_value = min_half - (ndiam -2)*
min_label_value;
136 wheel[0] = min_label_value; // Let whee l [ 0 ] has a
minimal v a l u e
137 // The main r e c u r s i v e procedure f o r enumerat ing t h e
k−n e i g h b o r l y whee l s
138 step(k, ndiam , wheel , min_label_value ,
max_label_value , 1, wheel[0]);
139 }
140 }
141 printf ("\n");
142 print_statistics(k);
143 }
144 printf ("Elapced␣time:␣%.2f␣sec\n", (float)(clock() - start)/
CLOCKS_PER_SEC);
145 return 0;
146 }
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